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How the Freemasons Rule the World  

 

Written by Mike Akpan     

Monday, 17 November 2008  

Freemasons rule the world. This assertion appears controversial but the facts are revealed in a 
recent book on Freemasons written by H. Paul Jeffers. In the book titled: Freemasons: Inside 
the World’s Oldest Secret Society, Jeffers states that most of the Freemasons who are the 
movers and shakers in various fields of endeavor, live in the United States of America, USA. 

In his extensive research on the more than 400 year-old secret craft, Jeffers has found out that 
out of the 5.9 million estimated population of Freemasons worldwide, 4.1 millions live in the USA 
and Canada. The remaining 1.1 million Freemasons live outside the two North American 
countries,  

In the book, Jeffers refers to the United States as a Masonic project. His findings revealed that 
many of the founding fathers of the country were high degree masons. For instance, of the 56 
persons who signed the Declaration of Independence document in 1778, 15 of them or 27 
percent were Masons. Among them were Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, Joseph Hewes, 
William Hooper, Robert Treat Payne, Richard Stockton, George Walton and William Whipple. 
Others were Elbridge Gerry, Lyman Hall, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Nelson Jr. John Renn, 
George Read and Roger Sherman. 

Jeffers has also found out that 28 of the 40 signers of the USA constitution were high degree 
Masons. They included Franklin, George Washington, Gunning Bedord, Jr. John Blair, David 
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Brearly, Jacob Broom, Daniel Carrol, John Dickinson and Rufus King. The rest were Alexander 
Hamilton, Abraham, Baldwin, William Blount, Nicholas Gilman, James Madison, Roger 
Sherman, George Read and Robert Morris. Jonathan Dayton, James McHenry and William 
Patterson who were also signers of the constitution, became Freemasons later. 

From his extensive research, Jeffers has come to the conclusion that Freemasonry was at the 
heart of the American Revolution. More than 50 percent of the generals who fought and 
won the war of American independence from Britain were Freemasons. That explains why 
Freemasonry has continued to have an overwhelming influence in the government and politics 
of the country ever since.  

The national anthem of the USA has a Masonic input because Francis Scott Key, the man who 
wrote it, was a high degree mason. Noted Jeffers: “Freemasonry has become the 
cornerstone of the United States government. Masonic link evidences abound despite 
disputations by some historians. Masonic signs and symbols are everywhere in government. 
For example, the Great Seal of the United States and the street plan as well as designs of 
federal government buildings in Washington DC were laid out on the basis of Masonic 
beliefs. The symbol of an inverted triangle or pyramid can be seen in the street plan and the 
sites are connected to famous Freemasons such as Marquis de Lafayette, after whom a park 
opposite the north side of the White House is named. The Washington Monument and the 
Pentagon building were designed by Masons to conform to a Pentagram which is an 
occult symbol.”  

“The Washington Monument lies on a straight line, precisely 900 West of the Capitol.  The 
Washington Monument(left) is the most important Presidential monument to the occultist, 
because it is an obelisk set inside a circle. What, you are probably saying, What is an obelisk?    
An obelisk is a tall, four-sided stone pillar tapering toward a pyramidal top.  

        The obelisk is critically important to the occultist because they believe that the spirit of the 
ancient Egyptian sun god, Ra, resided in the obelisk.  

        Thus, the obelisk represents the very presence of the sun god, whom the Bible calls Satan.  

        There are four major obelisks that were erected by Freemasons in the 19th century.  

        The first obelisk was brought to France from Thebes, Egypt, and was placed in Paris's 
Revolution Square the site of mass public guillotining during the Mason lead Bloody French 
Revolution.  

        The second obelisk was brought to England from Alexandria, Egypt, and was placed next 
to the Thames river in London.  

        The third obelisk was brought to America in 1881 from Alexandria, Egypt, and was placed 
in Central Park in New York City.  

        The fourth obelisk is the Washington Monument, built to commemorate our First President, 
George Washington (who was a Free Mason). In light of the symbols which we have just 
studied, which have been built into the layout of Government Center. The Washington 
Monument was constructed by Masons, according to Masonic tradition, as a symbol that this 
country was controlled by Freemasonry from the very beginning.  



                The Washington Monument was constructed to honor the first Masonic President, 
was designed so that both the White House and the Capitol face toward it so that the leaders of 
both branches have to face the spirit of Lucifer thought to be residing in it. This is typical 
occultism.  

        One final interesting note. We reported earlier in this article that the Washington Monument 
obelisk was placed directly on a straight line, precisely 900 West of the Capitol. Thus, the 
inhabitants of the Capitol could face the obelisk daily. However, note that the Washington, D.C., 
obelisk does not lie in a straight line 900 South the White House. Why? Because it was lined so 
that it lies in a straight line 900 from the House of Understanding, the headquarters of 
FreeMasonry!! In the mind of the occultist, the true political Administrative power resides in this 
Freemasonry headquarters, not in the White House. This is why President Andrew Johnson 
considered himself to be the subordinate to Albert Pike, the leader of North American 
FreeMasonry! http://www.freemasonrywatch.org/washington.html  

That was not all. Continued Jeffers: “The US one dollar note contains Masonic symbols. The 
Great Seal pictured on the back of the dollar bill has an eagle with 32 feathers (the degrees in 
Scottish Rite Freemasonry.) The arrows in its left talon refer to Israel’s King David (father of 
Solomon). The olive branch in the eagle’s right talon is associated with Solomon. The 13 stars 
above the eagle’s head represent Jacob, his 12 sons, and the tribes of Israel. Thirteen stars, in 
a double triangle form are symbolic of the delivery of the children of Israel from their oppressors 
and their attainment of a glorious freedom. The Latin “E Pluribus Unum” (Out of Many, One) 
indicates the Masonic fraternity.” 

From a Freemasonic Source we read: “Among those who helped design the Great Seal of the 
United States the following are known to have been Masons: Benjamin Franklin, Thomas 
Jefferson, William Churchill Houston, and William Barton. When an informed Mason examines 
the Great Seal here is what he sees: 

On the obverse is an eagle whose dexter wing has thirty- 
two feathers, the number of ordinary degrees in Scottish 
Rite Freemasonry. The sinister wing has thirty-three 
feathers, the additional feather corresponding to the 
Thirty-Third Degree of the same Rite conferred for 
outstanding Masonic service. The tail feathers number 
nine, the number of degrees in the Chapter, Council, and 
Commandery of the York Rite of Freemasonry. Scottish 
Rite Masonry had its origin in France; the York Rite is 
sometimes called the American Rite; the eagle thus 
clothed represents the union of French and American 
Masons in the struggle for Liberty, Equality, and 
Fraternity. The total number of feathers in the two wings 
is sixty-five which, by gematria, is the value of the 
Hebrew phrase YAM YAWCHOD (together in unity). This 
phrase appears in Psalm 133 as follows: "Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren 
to dwell together in unity," and is used in the ritual of the first degree of Freemasonry. The scroll 
in the eagle's beak, bearing the words E PLURIBUS UNUM (of many one) reminds him also of 
the unity which has made brothers of many. 
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On the reverse, is the All Seeing Eye within a triangle 

surrounded by a golden glory. Besides the obvious 

Masonic significance of this design, it has a cabalistic 

value of seventy plus three plus two hundred, equaling 

two hundred and seventy-three which is the value of the 

phrase EHBEN MOSU HABONIM (the stone which the 

builders refused) familiar to all Royal Arch Masons. It is 

also the value of the Hebrew proper noun HIRAM 

ABIFF, the architect of Solomon's Temple and the 

principal character of the legend used in the Master 

Mason degree….The triangle also represents the 

capstone of the unfinished pyramid and reminds the 

Mason of the immortality of the soul and that in eternity 

he will complete the capstone of his earthly labors according to the designs on the trestle-board 

of the Supreme Architect of the Universe. The blaze of glory found on either side of the Great 

Seal cannot fail to remind the Mason of the Great Light in Masonry which is the rule and guide 

to faith and practice and without which no Masonic lodge can exist. It reminds him that only 

more light can dispel the pall of ignorance in which he stumbles until he enters the Celestial 

Lodge where all light is given.  

Resource: Hirams Oasis Masonic Files 

According to Jeffers, those who find Freemasonry on the mighty dollar also note that the largest 
symbol on the buck is the portrait of George Washington, a Mason. Cited as evidence of 
Freemasonry on the greenback is an unfinished pyramid. At the top, inside a radiant triangle is 
the all-seeing eye” representing  “the Grand Architect of the Universe,” who is omniscient and 
watching the United States. “The Latin Motto: ‘Novus Ordo Seclorum’ (New Order of the Ages) 
inscribed beneath the pyramid in the Great Seal of America is suspected to be synonymous with 
a “new world order,” the author explained. 

Jeffers also explained: “The statue of Liberty is a Masonic goddess from top to bottom. The 
statue is said to have been conceived by Freemasons and built by Frederic-Auguste Bartholdi; a 
French Freemason, who had already made a statue of de Lafayette for the city of New York, for 
the occasion of the centenary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence and installed by 
Freemasons in a Freemasonry ceremony.” 

In view of the overwhelming influence of Freemasonry in the American society, it is no surprise 
that Freemasons have dominated politics in the US. Out of the 43 presidents that have ruled 
America from 1789 to date, 25 of them were Freemasons. Among them was George 
Washington, who was installed the first president of the country  in 1789. He was initiated in 
November 1752 into Frederickburg Lodge N0.4, Fredereickburg, Virginia. He is the first and 
only Freemason to serve simultaneously as a lodge master and president. 

Other presidents who were known Freemasons were James Monroe, Andrew Jackson, James 
K. Polk, James Buchanan, Andrew Johnson, James A. Garfield, William McKinley, Theodore 
Roosevelt, William Howart Taft, Warren G. Harding, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry S. Truman, 
Gerald R. Ford, Lyndon B. Johnson and Ronald Reagan. (See Table A for details). 
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Freemasonry has also produced people who served as vice-presidents, secretaries of state, 
chief justices and justices of the Supreme Courts at the centre and in the states. (See Table B & 
C for details). 

The security agencies were not left out. Very many Freemasons have occupied the top 
hierarchies at various times. Jeffers found out in the course of his research, that all the security 
agencies have Freemasonry lodges in-house. The legislatures at the federal and state levels 
have also felt the strong influence of Freemasonry over the years. So also are the executive 
arms of government in the states. 

This is how Jeffers put it. “The involvement of Freemasons in the government of the Republic of 
Texas is found in the fact that all of its presidents were Masons, as were all its vice-presidents. 
The lowest percentage of Masons who had held executive positions in any of the four 
administrations was 85 percent. In the last administration that carried Texas into the Union, all 
those in executive positions in the government of the republic were Masons.” 

Outside government, Freemasonry also pervades the professions, arts and culture of the 
people. Garry A. Henningsen, past grand master and secretary, New York State Grand Lodge 
of Masons chose to say it this way: “Human imagination has always thrived in Freemasonry. We 
have enticed to our fraternity, artists, poets, warriors, inventors, manufacturers, explorers, 
pioneers, lawyers, government leaders, business tycoons, clergymen, astronauts, scientists and 
gentle-everyday family men made better because of their association with and love of our 
beloved Craft. It has been so from the very beginning,” (See Tables below). 

Henningsen is right. Freemasonry has attracted to its fold, eminent personalities such as Bill 
Gates, a philanthropist and chairman of Microsoft who is reputed to be the third richest man in 
the world, Henry Ford, a pioneer automobile manufacturer, and astronauts who have become 
famous as a result of their space missions. Among such great names are Edgar D. Mitchell, the 
sixth person to walk on the Moon surface, John Glenn, the first American to orbit the Earth in 
1962, Leroy Gordon Cooper, the astronaut who made record breaking flights in Mercury 7, 
Mission in 1963 and in Gemini 5, in 1965. Virgil Grisson, a Mason astronaut, undertook the first 
manned maneuver in space in 1965 while James Benson Irwing along with three others, piloted 
the Lunar module “Falcon” on Apollo 15 Mission in 1971 and spent nearly 67 hours on the Moon 
surface. 

Freemasonary is also known as “The Craft”.  

 Dan 

8:23 

¶ And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgressors are 

come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and understanding 

dark sentences, shall stand up.  

 Dan 

8:24   

And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and he 

shall destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practise, and shall 

destroy the mighty and the holy people.  
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 Dan 

8:25 

  

And through his policy also he shall cause craft to prosper in his 

hand; and he shall magnify himself in his heart, and by peace shall 

destroy many: he shall also stand up against the Prince of princes; 

but he shall be broken without hand. 

 

 Strong's H4820 - mirmah  

 מרמה

Transliteration 
mirmah  

Pronunciation 
mēr·mä' (Key) 

Part of Speech 
feminine noun 

Root Word (Etymology) 
from H7411 in the sense of deceiving 

TWOT Reference 
2169b  

Outline of Biblical Usage  

1) deceit, treachery 

 

Authorized Version (KJV) Translation Count — Total: 39  

AV — deceit 20, deceitful 8, deceitfully 3, false 2, guile 2, feigned 1, craft 1, subtilty 1, treachery 1  

In South Africa where the country’s parliament is said to be located on a Freemasonry land, 
Nelson Mandela, the former president is on record as a member. The record shows that  he was 
initiated into black obedience of American Freemasonry called Prince Hall. Kofi Annan, 
immediate past secretary general of the United Nations, is a prominent Freemason.  

Adewale Thompson, a high degree Mason and a high court judge in Oyo State, captured the 
under current that prompted the decree in his recent book titled: “Masonic Experience.” 
“Somehow some new converts into christianity aided and abetted by some organisations of 
questionable motives began an orchestrated persecution of  Freemasons which they included  
in their definition of “ Secret societies.” 

Not all the Christian churches accepted the definition of Freemasonry as a secret society. This 
is how Thompson reported it: “During this period, the Right Reverend F.O. Segun, Anglican 
bishop of Lagos, stood up in Lagos diocese to address his flock. He told them that he was not a 
Freemason, but that in Freetown he had lived in the home of Freemasons whom he knew to be 
the best exponents of christian virtues. He then warned that those priests who must have come 
from the hinterlands and have not had the exposure of travelling out to meet ‘men of the world’ 
should exercise restraint in denouncing Freemasons, whom he knew in Freetown and in the 
Lagos diocese to be great supporters of the church in every respect or face the penalty of being 
unfrocked.” 
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See excerpt below from:  CORRESPONDENCE WITH A MAN WHO THINKS PEOPLE 
SHOULD BE MORE POSITIVE ABOUT THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION 

Further, the Southern Baptist Convention is infiltrated from top to bottom with members of the 
pagan Masonic Lodge.  Of the 3.5 million Masons in the U.S., 1.3 million are Southern Baptists. 
Fourteen percent of SBC pastors and 18 percent of deacons are Masons (Calvary Contender, 
June 1, 1993). Jerry Huffman carefully summarized the spiritual abomination of the Masonic 
Lodge: “Freemasonry is a secret society of six million members worldwide. It often claims it is 
not a religion, but its writings say it is. It teaches that Jesus is not God. It has worship and 
funeral services, and places the Koran and ‘holy books’ of other religions on the same level as 
the Bible (Calvary Contender, May 1, 1992). The Scottish Rite Journal in February 1993 stated 
that “Masons believe in the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of man...” (An excellent 
publication that documents the heresies of Freemasonry is The Masonic Lodge: What You 
Need to Know: Quick Reference Guide by Ed Decker, published by Harvest House Publisher, 
Eugene, OR 97402.) 

Southern Baptist physician Dr. James Holly, who led the unsuccessful attempt to root 
Freemasonry out of the SBC in the 1990s, said, “Southern Baptists have become the first 
Christian denomination that essentially blesses the Masonic Lodge” (Christian News, Dec. 20, 
1993). 

Across the length and breadth of the land there are unrepentant moral reprobates and heretics 
on the rolls of Southern Baptist churches. Famous Southern Baptists like Billy Graham (a 
closest freemason, who believes in infant baptism, denies the literal fire of hell, and turns his 
converts over to spiritual wolves), Jimmy Carter (who accepts liberal theology and says 
Mormons are true Christians), and Bill Clinton (a sexual predator who lies under oath and 
obstructs justice), disobey the Bible but are not disciplined. More than a million Freemasons, 
who are yoked together with idolatrous organizations in disobedience to 2 Corinthians 6, are 
members of SBC congregations. 

Opponents of Freemasonry are equally many and powerful. Several documents have been 
published to discredit it. Some of the documents describe the Brotherhood as “the single largest 
vehicle for the perpetuation of the Luciferic consciousness on Earth. In their joint publications 
titled: The Brotherhood and the Manipulation of Society, Ivan Frazer and Mark Beeston write: 
“The basic recruitment of members to further the elite’s plan is through the secret society 
network of Freemasonry… the latest incarnation of the Catholic/military order known as Knights 
Templars who gained staggering riches and a wealth of esoteric knowledge during the 
Crusades, in which the ‘righteous’ Catholics were dispatched to the Holy Land with a free reign 
to slaughter the Jews and Moslems in a series of campaigns between the 11th and 13th 
centuries.” 

Another allegation which critics level against Freemasonry is that progress beyond the first three 
degrees by members is at the pleasure of the elites who also impose stiff penalty on any 
member who divulges the secrets of the Order.  

The authors of the Brotherhood and Manipulation of Society state: The vast majority of the 
members are on the first three rungs of the 33 levels hierarch have no idea of the hidden 
agenda, they take a  pledge of allegiance “ to the society above all else.” Most initiates are 
willing to do this because of the temptation of power, wealth and knowledge which (are) hard to 
refuse.” 



They concluded: “At the apex of the pyramid of the Brotherhood,” these “select few” who know 
“the full agenda have become known as the illuminati (Latin for illuminated ones). All powerful, 
they “occupy all top level members of the police and military forces around the world. They are 
found in every area of society at all levels, but at the top, in the highest social and monetary 
bracket, the Brotherhood prevails….The Brotherhood owns the law, they own the military, they 
own the oil companies, pharmaceutical companies and just about everything which provides for 
the status quo.” Associated with this belief is that the Freemasons have a secret plan to control 
the world through the political and economic domination of the USA. 

The new world order, according to Masonic opponents, is the same as the Masonic / New Age 
ideal of Man’s divinity and self transformation in which one must awaken to the notion that “we 
can be as God.” They argue that Freemasonry practices the ancient mysteries of Egypt with the 
goal of their re-instatement in the world order. To bolster this argument, anti-Masons always 
refer to a quotation by W.L. Wilmshurst in 1927 in his book titled In the Meaning of Masonry. “In 
this new Aquarian age, when many individuals and groups are working in various ways for the 
eventual restoration of the mysteries, an increasing number of aspirants are beginning to 
recognize that freemasonry may well be the vehicle for this achievement… (a Mason begins his 
career) as the natural man; he ends it by becoming through  its discipline, a regenerated man… 
This, the evolution of man into superman – was always the purpose of the ancient mysteries, 
and the real purpose of modern Freemasonry is, not the social and charitable purpose to which 
so much attention is paid, but the expediting of the spiritual evolution of those who aspire 
to perfect their nature and transform it into a more god – like quality.”  

 

Reported by Anthony Akaeze and Andrew Airahuobhor.   
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BLOOD  OATHS—MASONIC  DOCTRINE 

  

Blood oaths on penalty of mayhem and violent death are administered at the end of initiation 

into all Masonic degrees, binding the initiate to protect the “secrets” of the degrees.  These 

oaths of obligation are considered unbreakable, and are (collectively) the thing that makes a 

man a Mason.  In this way, these oaths are the cornerstone of Masonry.  [H: Now, chelas, 

when you go forth and ask a Mason if these statements are correct and he says “of 

course not” and “no, that is stupid”—remember: HE “MUST ABSOLUTELY LIE ABOUT 

IT—it is part of his OBLIGATION.”  But in his heart and soul answerable unto GOD, HE 

WILL KNOW THE TRUTH OF IT!] 

  

(1)  QUESTION: What makes you a Mason?  ANSWER:  My obligation. (Question and 

answer from the Entered Apprentice/First Degree) 

(2)  “... binding myself under no less a penalty than that of having my throat cut from 

ear to ear, my tongue torn out by its roots, and with my body buried in the rough sands 

of the sea, a cable’s length from the shore, where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty 

four hours...”  (Oath-1st Degree) 



(3)  “...binding myself under no less a penalty than that of having my left breast torn 

open, my heart plucked out, and given to the beasts of the field and fowls of the air as a 

prey...”  (Fellowcraft/Second Degree) 

(4)  “...binding myself under no less penalty than that of having my body severed in 

twain, my bowels taken out and burned to ashes, the ashes scattered to the winds of 

heaven...” (Master Mason/Third Degree) 

(5)  “...In willful violation whereof may I incur the fearful penalty of having my eyeballs 

pierced to the center with a three-edged blade, my feet flayed and I be forced to walk the 

hot sands upon the sterile shores of the Red Sea until the flaming Sun shall strike me 

with a livid plague, and may Allah, the god of Arab, Moslem and Mohammedan, the god 

of our fathers, support me to the entire fulfillment of the same” (from the oath of 

obligation).  Ancient Order of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine (Shriners). 

  

From the above “Blood Oaths” taken, we can now understand why Masons never talk about 

their “religion” to profane (non-Mason) persons!  Who becomes a Mason?  Your next door 

neighbor—the man down the street, City Fathers, Attorneys, Judges, policemen, school 

teachers, some preachers, legislators, congressmen, and yes—lots of Presidents! 

  

To receive the 33rd Degree the Mason must go to Washington D.C. to be honored.  Since 

most (if not all) Judges and “Prosecutors” are Masons, we can now understand why “brother” 

Masons are seldom (if ever) convicted of a crime.  This can be attributed to the following oath: 

“You must CONCEAL ALL THE crimes of your brother masons...and should you be summoned 

as a witness against a brother Mason be always sure to SHIELD HIM... It may be PERJURY to 

do this, it is true, BUT YOU’RE KEEPING YOUR OBLIGATIONS.” (Ronayne, Handbook of 

Masonry, p. 183) 

 This sad story relates one way in which America turned against God, threw Biblical prayer out 
of its Public Schools, and relegated God to our hidden back room. And, surprise of all surprises, 
Freemasonry led the way in this national spiritual rebellion! This is a story told by a former 32nd 
Degree Mason and Knights Templar, Dr. J.W. Stansell, now a Born Again Evangelist.  

When we finish this story, you will sense the awful Luciferian spiritual leadership which 
Freemasonry has exerted in order to politically and spiritually lead this once-great nation into the 
spiritual Abyss.  

Masonic Leadership In Throwing Prayer and God Out of Public Schools  

The New York education system had adopted a school prayer to be said before the start of each 
days' classes. This prayer promoted good moral character, provided spiritual training and 
helped combat juvenile delinquency. The regents wrote a school prayer that was non-sectarian 
or denominational. In fact, it was so bland that it became known as the 'to whom it may concern 
prayer'.  

Here is that prayer. You can judge for yourself.  



"Almighty God, we acknowledge our dependence upon Thee and we beg Thy blessings upon 
us, our parents, our teachers and our Country" 

However bland as this prayer was to most people, it proved to be offensive to the Supreme 
Court. On June 25, 1962, in the Engel vs. Vitale case, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 6-1 that 
the prayer practice violated the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. Justice Felix 
Frankfurter and Justice Byron R. White did not vote in this case. Out of the remaining seven 
Justices, the following six voted against this simple, innocuous prayer.  

* Earl Warren  

* Hugo L. Black  

* Thomas C. Clark  

* William O. Douglas  

* William J. Brennan, Jr.  

* John M. Harlan  

Only Justice Potter Stewart dissented.  

Now, here is where this historic tragedy gets really interesting.  

Four out of the six Justices who voted against this prayer and, therefore, voted God out of the 
Public School System were Freemasons! These Masonic Justices were:  

* Earl Warren - Sequoia Lodge #349, Oakland, CA  

* Hugo L. Black - Raised in Ashland Lodge #356, Ashland, AL who later became a life member 
of Birmingham Temple Lodge #636, Birmingham, AL.  

* Thomas C. Clark - Washington Lodge, #117, Dallas, TX  

* William O. Douglas - Mt. Adams Lodge #227, Yakima, WA  

Because of the Supreme Court's decision in 1962 and 1963, prayer in assemblies was banned 
in all American public schools, eventually leading the way to banning the Holy Bible, as well. So, 
to reiterate, what did the Masons accomplish in 1962? They kicked God out of America's public 
schools. I want you to really think hard and long about this reality and then re-read the Bible 
verses at the beginning of this expose'.  

Before Masons voted to remove prayer from schools, polls among educators listed the top 
offences in public schools. They were:  

* Chewing gum  

* Making Noise  



* Running in the halls  

* Getting out of turn in line  

* Wearing improper clothing  

* Not putting paper in wastebaskets  

But, after prayer was thoroughly removed from public schools, polls among educators listed the 
top offenses in public schools. They now are:  

* Rape  

* Robbery  

* Assault  

* Burglary  

* Arson  

* Bombings  

* Murder  

* Suicide  

* Absenteeism  

* Vandalism  

* Extortion  

* Drug abuse  

* Alcohol abuse  

* Gang warfare  

* Pregnancies outside marriage  

* Abortions (Murder within the womb)  

* Venereal disease  

Additionally, SAT scores have steadily declined since 1962.  



The banning of prayer in assemblies also affected our families. Stability existed within the family 
during the years in which students prayed daily for their families. However, since praying for 
families was banned, horrific disaster has American families.  

* Divorce skyrocketed upward almost 120%  

* Single parent families increased 140%  

* Unmarried couples living together increased over 350%  

* Adultery increased nearly 300%  

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2384.cfm  

 

Freemasonry Officially Admits That The Luciferian All-Seeing Eye Symbol On The Back 
of the One Dollar Bill Is Masonic! 

Subtitle: After years of denying that symbol of the All-Seeing Eye hovering over the 
pyramid on the One Dollar Bill is in any way, shape, or form Masonic, official Masonry is 
now bragging to their members that this is precisely the case! 

       

Shown above are the two new Masonic 'World Conference' Commemorative coins. The 
unfinished pyramid, of course, is copied directly from the symbols on the back of our One Dollar 
Bill. Let us see what official Freemasonry is saying about these symbols.  

NEWS BRIEF: "Own a Limited Edition World Conference Commemorative Coin Today!", 
Freemasons of the Nation's Capitol, March 28, 2008  

"Now is your chance to own a piece of Masonic history. For the first time ever, the World 
Conference of Grand Lodges is being held in Washington D.C. This limited edition coin made of 
fine silver is a delight for collectors and historians alike, with details of the World Conference 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2384.cfm
http://www.dcgrandlodge.org/archives/89


logo on one side and the much talked about "Novus Ordo Seclorum" and unfinished pyramid, as 
seen on the back of the U.S. one dollar bill, on the other. Don’t miss this opportunity!"  

Notice carefully the meaning behind this first sentence:  

"Now is your chance to own a piece of Masonic history."  

In this one sentence, Freemasonry admits that the Pyramid Symbol on the back of our One 
Dollar Bill are Masonic 'history'! What is the significance of this admission? You see, Masonry 
has officially and consistently denied to outsiders that these symbols had anything to do with 
Freemasonry. Now, in one sentence, they have admitted that they were lying all along, and that 
this symbols are, indeed, Masonry.  

Carefully compare the Masonic Commemorative Coin, above, with the real symbol on the back 
of the One Dollar Bill. You will notice right away that the one major difference is that the All-
Seeing Eye in the official version has been replaced by the standard Masonic symbol of the 
Compass and the Rule, with the Masonic "G" in the place of the eyeball!  

This change demonstrates that Freemasonry is admitting that their organization is Satanic, 
because we prove, below, that the All-Seeing Eye originated from the Egyptian Mysteries 
Religion and represents Horus, who is Lucifer!  

Let us now focus on this Pyramid Symbol, for it is truly pregnant in meaning!  

Please turn the American One Dollar Bill over to the back side 
so we can study the symbol on the left, called the Obverse of 
the Great Seal. This unfinished pyramid with the Eye of Lucifer 
hovering over the Old World Order, is ready to bring about the 
change to the New World Order. This symbolism dates back 
through Freemasonry to the Egyptian Satanic Mysteries, the 
religion God cursed when He lead Moses and the children of 
Israel out of bondage!  

Let us allow Doc Marquis, former Illuminist Satanist, explain 
this symbol. You will see that the symbol is highly Satanic and 
is constructed using occult numbers and an occult hexagram. 

"The Pyramid represents the past. Note that the capstone of this pyramid is not in place, thus 
denoting an unfinished situation. This unfinished situation was planned to remain in effect until 
the Old World Order was destroyed and replaced with The New World Order. 

* Annuit Coeptis - Announcing The Birth - How does Jesus describe the appearance of 
Antichrist? Matthew 24:8, says "sorrows" which means birth pangs! The Illuminati Plan is forced 
by God's Omnipotent power to devise a plan which exactly fulfills His prophecies! 

* Novus Ordor Seclorum - New World Order  

* Capstone - Eye of Horus [Lucifer in Egyptian Mysticism] = Eye of Satan  



* Thirteen Steps = Depravity and Rebellion Number  

* MDCCLXXVI = 1776 [May 1, Beltaine, Second High-Holy Day of the Year]  

Notice that, in the Commemorative Coin, these Roman Numerals have been changed to "6008". 
This is the Masonic equivalent to this current year in which we are living, "2008". You see, 
Masons simply add 4,000 years to the current modern year to arrive at the "Masonic Year". 

* On May 1, 1776, a New World Order was conceived, whose foundation would be built upon 
depravity and rebellion. Its ultimate leader will be Satan, but his earthly leader will be Antichrist. 
The earth has been pregnant with this evil world system since this date. The Illuminati considers 
that the "Birth Pangs" needed to give birth to Antichrist began with World War I and shall end 
with Antichrist on the world scene at the conclusion of World War III. This Plan fulfills Bible 
prophecy exactly (Matthew 24:6-8) 

* Hexagram -- Satanism's most evil symbol, out of which we get the word, "hex" (putting a curse 
on someone). As you can see, this symbol was constructed so that a perfect hexagram is 
formed. Marquis said the author of this symbol clearly drew the symbol so it would conform to 
this hexagram. 

For those of us who know the occult and the Illuminati very well, the feature that stands out 
above all others in this Great Seal symbol is the All-Seeing Eye. This symbol is the single most 
important symbol of the Illuminati, for it exemplifies the supernatural power they wield from 
Satan himself. As you can see from this symbol on the back of our One Dollar Bill, the typical 
All-Seeing Eye is depicted in the form of a pyramid, shown here, hovering over the unfinished 
pyramid representative of the unfinished project of moving the world into the New World Order 
and staging their Masonic Christ. 

Notice the all-important hexagram interwoven within this One Dollar Bill symbol. The hexagram 
is the single most evil Satanic symbol in the world, and is the most powerful ritual symbol. 
Further, when a Satanist puts a circle around a hexagram, he has created a "Demon Trap", a 
place inside of which a demon can manifest himself in this dimension. By making this symbol on 
our One Dollar Bill a demon trap, the Satanist literally believes he is allowing demons to come 
through this dimension at will; since the Illuminati believes money and the financial system is the 
lifeblood of a nation's existence, they believe they have infused demonism into our nation. This 
belief is one of the reasons the Illuminati did not place this unfinished pyramid on our One Dollar 
Bill (1935) until after the privately held and owned Illuminist Federal Reserve System was 
established (1913). [NOTE: In Seminar 2, "America Controls The True Flow of History", 
cover the true story behind both Illuminist symbols on the back of our dollar bill]. 

Therefore, we must thank modern Freemasonry for finally admitting that the Satanic Unfinished 
Pyramid symbol on the back of the One Dollar Bill is Masonic to the core and Masonic in its 
origin! In our video series, "Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings", we demonstrate that 
the Invisible Masonic Lodge planned the government of America beginning in the 1580's 
between Sir Francis Bacon and Queen Elizabeth I ("The New Atlantis"), and that our Masonic 
Founding Fathers faithfully carried out this plan ("Riddles In Stone"). 

Because Washington, D.C., was originally planned by Masons, and the construction done under 
Masonic leadership, you can see Satanic signs woven into the city by the dozens. We 
demonstrate this fact very well in our award-winning DVD, "Riddles In Stone".  

http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=6
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1134
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Thanks to this commemorative coin, the Masons have just officially verified what their 
spokesmen vehemently denied as they testified in "Riddles In Stone". 
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Our Leaders Worship Pagan Gods  

 
by Fritz Springmeier (Excerpts from his unpublished book, "Wise as Serpents, Gentle as Doves")  
 
In the hard to obtain book, The Hidden Life In Freemasonry, written for Masons by 33rd degree Mason 
C.W. Leadbeater, one learns what the upper degrees of Freemasonry can get into... 
First, we'll discuss the 30-33 Scottish Rite degrees. This is where it becomes evident that Lucifer is the 
God of Masonry.  
 
Leadbeater says, "It must of course be understood... the conferring of the Higher Degrees puts certain 
definite powers in the hands of the recipient." Where does such power come from?  
 
"The 33 degree links the Sovereign Grand Inspector General with the Spiritual King  
of the World Himself--that Mightiest of Adepts who stands at the head of the Great White Lodge, in whose 
strong hands lie the destinies of earth--and awakens the powers of the Triple Spirit as far as they can yet 
be awakened." (The Hidden Life In Freemasonry, p.302) Other Masons like Manly P. Hall (33°) and 
Foster Bailey (32°) have said similar things.  
 
'ILLUMINATI' A MASONIC TERM 
 
Foster Bailey calls the spirits that Masons communicate with the "Illuminati" These spirits initiate these 
higher Masons into becoming light-bearers themselves. The Illuminati..."assist at the unfolding of the 
consciousness of the candidate until the time comes when he can 'enter into light' and, in his turn become 
a light-bearer, one of the Illuminati who can assist the Lodge on High in bringing humanity to light." 
 
These spirits have various Masons. Masons Harold Waldwin Pecival and Lynn F. Perkins claim their 
books were inspired by spirits. Is 33° Mason Leadbeater talking about Christ?  
 
"The H.O.A.T.F. makes the actual links both with Himself...and also through himself with that Mighty 
King...This stage combines the wonderful love of Horus the Son with the ineffable life and strength of 
Osiris the divine Father and Isis the eternal Mother of the world." This initiation connects the Mason with 
the pagan Egyptian trinity? That's what he says.  
 
The next chapter "Two Wonderful Rituals" describes Egyptian rituals to Amen-Ra, and the Blazing Star. 
They sing a hymn to "Ra, the Logos, the Sun-God, thanking Him for His response..." They take a 
sacrament to Osirus. 
  
The next ritual described may possibly refer to part of the secret Palladium Rite, as it refers to THE 
TRIANGLE OF ADEPTS. The Palladium Rite calls its groups Triangles. He talks about chanting 
invocations, and then angels appearing. Then the Illuminati salute is given to the Angel, where the left 
arm is placed above as if shielding one from light. (p. 341) Leadbeater indicates that eventually the 
Temple of the Angels draws 9 orders of angels, "which are not limited to one solar system." (p. 342) 
 
THE MIZRAIM & MEMPHIS RITES 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1319
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These two rites, although separate in some areas are closely allied. The Rite of Mizraim is mainly Jewish. 
The secret order of the Prieure de Sion is also predominantly Jewish. The B'nai B'rith seems to have 
taken over some of the Rite of Mizraim influence upon Masonry. 
 
The Rite of Memphis is not just European. Americans, such as 6-term Governor of Wisconsin Lucius 
Fairchild who was 95°, are Memphis Rite Masons too. The Rite of Memphis has Ormus in their ritual. 
What or who is Ormus? Ormus (Ormudz) was the supreme God of Mithraism and Zoroastrian thought. It 
was also the name by which the Prieure de Sion allegedly went by from the years 1188-1306. In 1188, 
when the Ordre de Sion became the Prieure de Sion it took the subtitle Ormus, until just before the arrest 
of the Templar Knights' leaders.....  
 
There are numerous secret "interoffice memo type" papers that indicate that a Satanist, a Luciferian, a 
practitioner of black magic, or the like has a easy time in Freemasonry, because the upper degrees are 
controlled by men who will bend any rules to help them. Having a membership card is of limited value in 
visiting a foreign Lodge. A dues card is important, showing that one's dues are all paid up. Certain 
questions will be asked, and certain parts  
of the rituals need to be quoted by memory to satisfy the Lodge one is visiting. 
 
 
FREEMASONRY HAS LOTS OF SPIN-OFFS 
  
Freemasonry is "directly or indirectly the parent of all modern secret societies, good, bad, or indifferent."--
Cyclopedia of Fraternities. One outdated source indicates there are over 600  
secret societies in the U.S. utilizing Masonic symbolism, and operating largely under Masonic influence, 
so that about every third male adult in the U.S. is a member of one or more such  
societies. The 600 figure is outdated, and the actual number of secret societies has increased by several 
hundred.  
 
Some of the Masonic spin-offs have become such a part of normal life that the negative reactions of past 
years toward them are forgotten. Rotary, because of its Masonic control, hostility toward the Catholic 
Church, and its moral code, "which in almost every particular resembles that of Freemasonry, " was 
forbidden in some Catholic jurisdictions, and discouraged in others. That was back in the 19th and early 
20th century.  
  
THE PALLADIUM RITE  
 
The Palladium Rite created by Albert Pike is totally Luciferian. It is "androgynous." In the larger cities, 
activities are carried out in the Masonic Temples, which allows women to slip into the  
Temples without arousing attention. All of this will be strongly denied by the Masonic Lodges. 
 
 Members are selected mainly from higher levels of the Scottish Rite, although the members can come 
from other Rites too. The Palladium Rite has its own budget. Its power over the Masonic Lodge does not 
derive from being a part of the power structure, but from the careful selection of Masons that participate in 
the Palladium Rite and their distribution throughout  
the various Rites of Masonry and their controlling bodies. The Grand Central Directories (and from there 
to the Supreme Councils, Grand Encampments, Grand Orients, and Grand Lodges) are the nerve centers 
of Masonry from which orders emanate. The Palladium Rite  
is popular among those in positions of power. It is said that the leaders of the Palladium Rite are allowed 
to visit or join the B'nai B'rith lodges. 
  
William Schnoebelen is presently a Christian author. Prior to becoming a Christian, he had been initiated 
into the Palladium Lodge in Chicago named Resurrection Lodge #13. He describes some about getting 
the Palladium Degree of Paladin in his recent book  
Masonry- Beyond The Light. That lodge claimed to be derived from the European chapter of the AISB.(p. 
186) Higher Masons become Illuminati-- which go by several names one of which is "Masters of the 



Temple." A single illumined person is called an Illuminatus. 
  
SUMMARY 
  
This chapter has shown how Freemasonry is the One-World-Religion. Freemasonry has created 
hundreds of organizations.  
 
Freemasonry itself is the pagan mystery religion, which at the highest level becomes Luciferian worship. It 
has quietly played the dominant political role in the United States even before independence. 

 


